
Radio Protocol  
Monarch Mountain uses frequencies authorized by license from Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) and should utilize the following procedures.  
Go to Radio Designations 

 

General Operating Procedures  

Keep all radio communications brief and concise.  Absolutely no chatter, no profanity, no transmission 

of music nor other unnecessary broadcasts.  Follow these procedures. 

Remember, what you say on the radio can be heard by everyone.  Citizen scanners can also listen to 

Monarch frequencies.  Be aware when communicating, especially during emergencies.  

 

When calling out: 

1. Make sure you’re on the correct channel for the person/department you are calling.  See below 

for channel designations. 

2. Know what you’re going to say before keying the radio. 

3. Listen before you key the mic so as not to step on a conversation in progress. 

4. Key the mic and pause a few seconds before saying anything to ensure the radio doesn’t cut off 

your first word. 

5. Call out the name of the person or department you are trying to reach, followed by your name.   

I.e… “Scott – Zach” for Zach calling Scott. 

When responding to a call out: 

1. Before responding, take note of your location or the phone extension you’re nearest to that you 

can take a call on. 

2. Key the mic and pause before responding.   

3. Respond with your location or the extension of the nearest available phone.   

I.e… “Scott – Zach”  (Zach calling Scott) 

 “five-oh-one-four” (Scott responding with his office extension) or 

 “Garfield tower 5” (Scott on the Garfield lift at about tower 5) 

Continuing the call: 

1. The caller, if near an available phone and the response was an extension, is expected to use the 

phone instead of the radio to complete the call.  If this is not possible and the conversation is 

going to be longer than a few words say “go to channel 2.” 

2. The receiver then says “going to 2.”  Both caller and receiver switches to channel 2.  Receiver 

says “on 2” and the conversation proceeds on channel 2. 

 

Radio Lingo and other helpful hints 

1. “Affirmative” = That’s correct.  Yes. 

2. “Negative” = That’s incorrect.  No. 

3. “Copy” or “I copy” = I understand what you are saying. 

4. “Break” = If you’re about to switch the people you are communicating with; i.e… “I copy Bill.  

Break.  Tom, did you copy?” 



5. Avoid using these terms: 

a. ‘Copy that’ is incorrect usage. 

b. ‘Roger’ or ‘Roger that’ – because we may have an employee named Roger. 

c. ‘Go’ because it’s unnecessary. 

d. ’Ten-Four’ because we don’t use 10 codes at Monarch. 

6. After using your mic make sure it isn’t stuck on.  This blocks the channel. 

7. When there are several radios in the same location and on high volume this creates feedback 

(the screeching noise).  The best things to do are have people turn their radios down, step away 

from each other and/or at least turn around so the radios are not facing each other. 

 

Radio Care and Maintenance 

1. Turn radio off while in the battery charger.  

2. Do not coil the cord around the antenna or radio shell.  

3. Use a radio holster, if available, to stabilize the radio and be careful not to drop it.  

4. Protect radio from the environment; wear it under a protective shell layer.  

5. Do not lift the radio by the antenna or cord.  

6. Do not charge the battery for more than 72 hrs.  If radio is not used, remove from charger or 

install a timer so over-charging damage does not occur.  

7. Radios in need of repair, or battery replacement, send to Systems Admin. (Chad) along with the 

radio #, problem, date & department name.  

 

 

 

Channel Designations for Daily Operations 
 

Channel 1 --- Administration; Ski Patrol; Lift Operations; Lift Maintenance; Slope 

Maintenance/Terrain Park; Vehicle Maintenance - repeater assisted; if channel 1 

repeater goes down, call from channel 5 and tell all on channel 1 to move to channel 5. 

Channel 2 — General communication  

Channel 3 —  Base Area Services; and Ticket Sales/Season Pass Desk  

Channel 4 —  Ski & Ride School; Children Center; Rental Shop; Reservations; and Group Sales  

Channel 5 — “Talk around” channel 1 (bypasses repeater for channel 1)  

Channel 6 —  Property Maintenance; Food & Beverage; Sport Shop 

Channel 7 —  Network and Software Administrators; Sales/Marketing (Site Emergency channel)  

Channel 8 —  Events; Tubing (Lift Evacuation channel) 

Channel 9 — “Talk around” channel 10 (bypasses repeater for channel 10)  

Channel 10 — Cat Skiing - repeater assisted; if channel 10 repeater goes down, call from channel 9  

 and tell all on channel 10 to move to channel 9.  

 


